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Electric Field Effects on the Initial Electron-Transfer Kinetics in Bacterial
Photosynthetic Reaction Centers
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The effect of an applied electric field on the kinetics of the initial picosecond electron-transfer reaction in Rb. sphaeroides
reaction centers has been measured in isotropic samples at 77 K. The net rate of formation of HL*- is reduced upon application
of an electric field of IO6 V/cm, consistent with the previously observed increase in the quantum yield of the competing prompt
fluorescence. The observed magnitude of the effect on the initial reaction is compared with the predictions of various models,
and the consequences of including indirect electronic coupling between the initial and final states through a third state
(superexchange) are investigated. It is found that the treatments of the initial electron-transfer reaction commonly in use
greatly overestimate the magnitude of the field effect because they are based on a dependence of the rate of electron transfer
on the free energy change which is steeper than appears to be appropriate for this process. No evidence was found for electron
transfer down the M side of the reaction center at the highest applied field, indicating that unidirectionality of the initial
electron transfer is not due to small energetic differences between charge-separated states involving the chromophores on
the L and M sides.

The mechanism of the initial charge separation step in bacterial
photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) is a subject of continuing
debate and interest. In this paper we address this issue by
measuring the effect of an externally applied electric field on the
rate of the initial electron-transfer reaction. The arrangement
of the reactive chromophores as revealed in the X-ray crystal
structure of the Rps. uiridis RC is shown in Figure 1.
A similar
~
structure is obtained for Rb. sphaeroides R C S . ~ Following
electronic excitation of the special pair, denoted P, to its lowest
energy singlet excited state, IP, an electron is donated within a
few picoseconds (even at cryogenic temperatures) to the bacteriopheophytin monomer labeled HL to form the state P.+HL*-.7-13
P and HL are separated by about 10 8, edge to edge and about
17 8, center to center. While a second bacteriopheophytin
molecule (labeled HM) is approximately the same distance from
P (Figure I ) , there is no evidence that electron transfer occurs
in appreciable yield to form the state P'+HM*-.I4*I5
There has been considerable conjecture on the physical origin
of this remarkably rapid, long-distance, unidirectional electron
transfer from 'P to HL. Most conjecture has focused on the role
of the monomeric bacteriochlorophyll labeled BL in Figure 1. The
other monomeric bacteriochlorophyll labeled BM appears not to
play a significant role since it can be removed or greatly mcdifiedI6
without any effect on the rate of charge ~eparation.'~Two classes
of mechanisms have emerged, with several variations. The first
is a sequential, two-step mechanism in which the electron hops
from 'P to B L (with rate constant kp-B) forming P'+BL'- as a
discrete intermediate, followed by a second hop from BL- to HL
(with rate constant kBdH) to form P'+HL'-. There is general
agreement from the results of transient absorption spectroscopy
that if this mechanism is applicable, kB+, is greater than kp-B.
The question of how much greater is the critical issue, and one
for which there are significant differences among the results from
recent measurements. All would place kp-B at roughly (3 ps)-'
at room temperature, but the limits on kB-H estimated from the
data are about (50 fs)-','O (150 fs)-l," and (1 ps)-I.l3 The first
two laboratories find no spectral or kinetic evidence for the formation of state P'+BL', whereas the latter studyI3 claims evidence
for a 15% maximal transient population of this state.
An analysis from a completely different kind of measurement,
the anisotropy induced in the fluorescence from 'P upon application
of an external electric field, suggests that formation of an intermediate state whose permanent electric dipole moment is oriented as expected for P'+HL'-, and not as for P'+BL'-, competes
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with fluorescence from IP.lS Hence, this measurement and the
transient absorption measurements which have found a lack of
evidence for formation of P'+BL'-7-12 favor a second type of
electron-transfer mechanism in which an electron is transferred
directly from 'P to HL with the electronic coupling between IP
and P'+HL'- possibly enhanced by coupling between each of these
states and states involving
Most widely discussed is
BL,15919-27
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Figure 2. Reaction scheme describing the initial events in bacterial
photosynthesis. The largest energetic changes caused by an electric field
occur for dipoles oriented parallel or antiparallel to the field and are
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Figure 1. Arrangement of the chromophores in the R C taken from the
X-ray coordinates for Rps. oiridis R C S . ' - ~A nearly identical figure is
obtained for Rb. s p h ~ e r o i d e s .P~ is
~ a dimer of bacteriochlorophyll
molecules. BM and BL are bacteriochlorophyll monomers, and HM and
HL are bacteriopheophytins. An approximate C2symmetry axis is directed along a line which runs from the geometric center of P to the
non-heme iron atom.

a mechanism in which the state P'+BL'- mediates the coupling
between the initial state ' P and the final state P'+HL'-. In this
mechanism, P'+BL'- is postulated to be higher in energy than 'P
and likely not detectable by transient absorption spectroscopy
because it is not actually populated as a discrete intermediate.
The energy of this state and its coupling to the reactant and
product states are critical in any mechanism; unfortunately, there
is little direct information on these parameters at the present time.
One approach to gaining further insight into the mechanism
of the initial step is to perturb the system with an electric field.
An electric field will change the energy of dipolar states such as
P'+BL'- and P'+HL'-, or the equivalent charge-separated states
on the M side, P'+BM'- and P'+HM'-, by an amount given by the
dot product of the field and the permanent electric dipole moment
of the state. There will also be an effect on the energy of 'P
because this state appears to be somewhat d i p ~ l a r , ~but
* - ~this
~
will generally be neglected in the following because the dipole of
IP is likely to be small relative to that of the charge-separated
states. In an isotropic sample such as we use here all orientations
of the relevant dipoles relative to the applied field direction are
present, and the field produces a spread in the energies of states.
The state energies for any particular R C depend on the relative
directions of the field and the state dipoles. It is important to
realize that with an applied field of IO6 V/cm (IO meV/A) the
energy of a state with a 50-Ddipole such as P'+BL'- can be
increased or decreased by as much as about 800 cm-l ( 1 00 meV)
depending on orientation. This is a sizable fraction of the energy
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change associated with the initial charge separation step which
is estimated to be between 1703*and 260 meV36 at room temperature, and perhaps even less a t 77 K.35
For an applied field of 1 X IO6 V/cm the fluorescence from
an isotropic, immobilized sample of QA-containingRb. sphaeroides
R-26 RCs in a poly(viny1 alcohol) matrix has been found to
In addition, the magnitude of the
increase by 40% at 77
electric field effect on the fluorescence from QA-containingRCs
was found to be quadratic with applied field strength (ac or dc
applied fields) for applied fields between 1 X lo5 and 1 X lo6
V/cm at 77 K.3J A reasonable interpretation of this result is that,
on average in the isotropic sample, the rate of the forward electron-transfer reaction which competes with fluorescence, ket, is
reduced so the fluorescence yield increases (see Figure 2). Bixon
and J ~ r t n e have
r ~ ~ analyzed these data using various models for
the initial charge separation step and predict both a substantially
larger value of the relative change in the fluorescence intensity,
A F / F , than observed and a superquadratic dependence of AF/F
on field. ( b F / F is the change in the fluorescence intensity in the
presence of the field divided by the fluorescence intensity in zero
applied field.) This treatment and elaborations are discussed in
detail below.
An important consideration in any electric field effect experiment involves the determination of the strength of the additional
electric field experienced by the reactive system due to the applied
electric field perturbation. Although the externally applied electric
field, F,,, (given by the applied voltage divided by the separation
between the electrodes), is known quite accurately, the additional
field actually experienced by the reacting system due to the applied
field, Fint,is less well understood. Fintis not the total internal
electric field; it is rather the change in the electric field experienced
by the system due to the externally applied voltage.59 The local
field correction f accounts for the difference between F,,, and Fht:
Fint=flex,.
In most treatments, this local field correction factor
with typical values offranging from
is greater than unity,29*32,33*39
about 1.2 to 1.8. If this is the case in the RC, then the change
in the energies of dipolar state in the presence of the applied voltage
is larger than that given by the externally applied field.
In order to further our understanding of the mechanism of the
initial electron-transfer reaction, we have directly measured via
K.'s937
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Kinetics in Bacterial Photosynthetic Reaction Centers
transient absorption spectroscopy the effects of an electric field

on the kinetics of the initial charge separation step. The basic
interpretation of the observed increase in fluorescence upon application of an electric field predicts a direct relationship between
the steady-state fluorescence results and a time-resolved absorption
measurement. If the change in the fluorescence intensity is due
solely to a change in k,,, then the relative change in the integral
of the ' P decay or P'+HL'- formation curve upon application of
a field is predicted to be equal to A F / F . Because an applied
electric field produces a range of state energies in an isotropic
sample, there will also be a distribution of electron-transfer rate
constants. Hence, the electron-transfer kinetics, which at zero
field are approximately exponential to within the signal-to-noise,7-l2
are expected to become nonexponential as the field is applied. For
example, this has been observed and analyzed for the millisecond
P'+QA'- charge recombination reaction.w2 If the previously
measured value of A F / F is indicative of the change in k,, alone,
then in an applied field of 106 V/cm the largest difference between
the field-on and field-off kinetic curves at any given time is expected to be only about 10% of the initial amplitude. (This is
because the integrated difference between the field-on and field-off
curves is expected to be spread out over many zero-field l / e times;
see Discussion section.) On the other hand, if commonly used
treatments of the initial electron-transfer reaction are applicable,
much larger changes are expected. As shown here, we find a small
but nonzero effect of a 1O6 V/cm applied electric field on the rate
of P'+HL'- formation, with the observed magnitude of the effect
on the kinetics in satisfactory agreement (within about a factor
of about 2) with the fluorescence electric field effect results.
The transient absorption measurements also allow us to address
the question of whether the electron can be forced to go down the
M side to form P'+HM'- in a very large applied electric field.
Examination of the X-ray structure coordinatesld shows that the
direction of the P'+BL'- dipole moment is nearly antiparallel to
the P'+BM' dipole moment. (The angle between them is estimated
to be I55O; see Figure 1 .) In an isotropic sample, this fortuitous
situation can be exploited because for those RCs oriented in the
field such that the P'+BL'- state energy is most increased by the
field, the P'+BM'- state energy is most decreased (approximately),
and vice versa. Assuming a 50-D dipole for both P'+BL'- and
P'+BM'- based on the X-ray structure,m for a field of IO6 V/cm,
the energy difference between these two states in a given RC can
be changed by more than 1600 cm-' (200 meV), a significant
amount on the scale of energy differences believed to be relevant
to this p r ~ b l e m . Note
~ ~ , ~that
~ working with isotropic samples
is the key to this experiment: the L and M sides are not differentially affected in samples oriented such that the RC local C2
axis is parallel to the applied electric field direction. A preliminary
account of this work was presented elsewhere.43

-

Experimental Methods
The measurement of the electric field effect on the initial
kinetics was performed at 77 K on QA-containing Rb. sphaeroides
RC samples in poly(viny1 alcohol) (PVA) matrices. In order to
perform electric field effect measurements, it is necessary to dry
the sample, especially if the PVA film is coated with Ni electrodes
by vapor d e p o ~ i t i o n . ~It~was observed that a fraction of the
initially excited RCs returned to the ground state on the time scale
of 2-10 ns in such very dry films, in contrast to QA-containing
RC samples in frozen glasses or PVA films that have not been
subjected to extensive drying.14 The mechanism leading to this
change in very dry films is not understood, though effects of the
(40) Boxer, S. G.; Goldstein, R. A.; Franzen, S.In Photoinduced Electron
Transfer; Fox, M. A., Chanon, M., Eds.; Elsevier: Amsterdam, 1988: Vol.
B, pp 163-215.
(41) Boxer, S.G.; Lockhart, D. J.; Franzen, S. In Photochemical Energy
Conuersion; J . R . Norris, Jr., Meisel, D., Eds.; Elsevier: Amsterdam, 1989;
pp 196-210.
(42) Franzen, S.;Goldstein, R. F.; Boxer, S.G . J . Phys. Chem. 1990, 94,
5135-49.
(43) Boxer. S.G.; Lockart, D. J.; Kirmaier, C.; Holten, D. In Perspectives
in Phorosynrhesis: Jortner, J., Pullman, B., Eds.: Kluwer: Dordrecht, 1990
pp 39-5 1.
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Figure 3. Transient absorption spectra of an isotropic sample of Rb.
sphaeroides RCs at 77 K in the region of the Q, bands of HLand HM
taken between 0 and 18 ps (-0-10 zero-field I / e times), in zero field
(solid lines), and in an applied field of IO6 V/cm (dashed lines).

degree of hydration on RCs have been noted before." (There
is little change in the absorption or fluorescence properties of our
dry films.) The observed value of A F / F was only slightly sensitive
to the degree of drying and did not correlate with the extent of
the observed ground-state recovery, an observation which is in
keeping with the fact that this ground-state recovery occurs on
a much longer time scale than the initial electron-transfer reaction.
In order to minimize this problem, some samples were dried for
less than 1 day. For these samples, less than 20% of the initially
excited RCs were observed to have returned to the ground state
in less than 10 ns, and our zero-field decay kinetics at 77 K are
comparable with previous studies of RCs in PVA films and in
glycerol/water glasses at this temperature.'^'^ Instead of using
vapor-deposited Ni electrodes with these samples, glass slides
coated with a conductive layer of indium-tin oxide (ITO) were
attached to both sides of the film by means of a cyanoacrylate
bonding material (Loctite Super Bonder 495).33For both of the
films used in these experiments, the distance between the electrodes
was measured to be 85 f 6 pm, and the applied dc voltage was
8500 V. A F / F was measured for these samples (mounted in the
Dewar and cooled) just prior to the transient absorption measurements.
The transient absorption changes between 450 and 560 nm were
measured as a function of time after exciting the samples with
350-fs flashes at 582 nm. Acquisition of data proceeded pairwise:
for each delay time setting, the transient absorption spectrum was
first measured with the field off, followed by application of the
voltage which was left on while a new spectrum was acquired.
The absorption Stark effect in the 450-560-nm region in Rb.
sphaeroides RCs is very small,31and consequently the field effect
on the absorption of either the exciting or probing light makes
no appreciable contribution to the differences between the field-off
and field-on kinetic curves. The data were obtained by using two
different samples of similar optical density and were combined
for analysis.
The temperature dependence of AF/ F was measured between
24 and 220 K in the presence of a field of 7 X IOs V/cm. These
measurements were performed using different samples than those
used for the transient absorption experiments. The samples were
(44) Clayton, R. K. Biochim. Biophys. Acra 1978, 504, 255.
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Figure 5. (A) Ground-stateabsorption spectrum of Rb. sphaeroides RCs
in PVA at 7 7 K. (B) Average of the field-on (solid lines) and field-off
(dashed lines) transient absorption spectra obtained between 0 and 18
ps. (The spectra used in the average were not separated from each other
by a constant time interval, Le., the number of spectra per picosecond
used in the average is not a constant; see the kinetic traces in Figure 4.)
The origin of the apparent slight shift and narrowing of the bleaching
in the presence of the field is not known, but it is too large to be accounted for by the usual Stark effect on the absorption in this region.3'
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Figure 4. Time dependence of the transient absorption changes due to
the formation of HL*in the absence (open symbols) and presence (closed
symbols) of an applied electric field of IO6 V/cm at 77 K. They values
are the differences between the average absorbance in the wavelength
regions ( A ) 541-548 nm, (B) 544-545 nm, and (C) 535-555 nm, referenced to the transient absorption between 500 and 530 nm (see Figure
3). The zero-field data are fit to a single-exponential function (solid black
lines) with I /e times of (A) 1.6 ps, (B) 1.4 ps, and (C) 1.6 ps. As a guide
to the eye and to estimate the extent of the field effect on the kinetics,
the field-on data are fit to a sum of two exponentials (dashed lines) with
the long time (asymptotic)values fixed at the values determined by the
single-exponentialfits of the zero-field data and the time constant for the
second exponential fixed at IO ps.

cooled through contact with a cold finger in a closed cycle helium
refrigerator.

Results and Methods of Analysis
Results. Transient absorption spectra in the bacteriopheophytin
Q, region at a series of times after a 350-fs, 582-nm excitation
flash with and without an applied electric field of IO6 V/cm are
shown in Figure 3. Plots showing the time course of the bleaching
of the 543-nm Q, transition for HL with and without the field are
shown in Figure 4. The ground-state absorption spectrum and
the cumulative average of all the transient absorption spectra taken
between 0 and 20 ps with and without the field are shown in Figure
5. It is evident that there is a small but measurable slowing of
the net rate of formation of HL*- upon application of the field,
but there is no evidence for additional bleaching near 530 nm
which would indicate formation of HM'-. (It would be desirable
to measure and analyze the HL'- formation curve for times much
longer than 20 ps. However, the state P'+HL'- decays with a time
constant of about 100 ps at 77 K due to the electron-transfer
reaction that forms P'+QA'-, rendering such a measurement
difficult to interpret due to the likely electric field effects on this
subsequent reaction.)
The value of L F / F is found to be relatively insensitive to
temperature in an applied electric field of 7 X lo5V/cm, changing
by less than 15% between 24 and 220 K (data not shown).
Data Analysis. The data points in Figures 4A-C are the
absorbance changes, A,+ averaged over three different wavelength
regions, referenced to the featureless, unchanging (both in time
and in the presence of an electric field) transient absorption

between 500 and 530 nm. Ideally, the difference decay curves
(field on minus field off) as a function of field could be used to
determine the orientationally averaged distribution of rate cons t a n t ~ .The
~ ~ procedure in ref 42 could not be used here because
it requires a very high signal-to-noise ratio out to tens of zero-field
1 / e times over a range of field strengths. The observed effects
on the initial step are very small even at the highest fields used.
Therefore, various strategies, all imperfect, have been used to
establish whether there is an effect of the field on the rate of
electron transfer and, if so, to estimate the upper limit of its
magnitude.
First, both the field-off and field-on kinetic curves were fit to
single-exponential functions. The quality of the fits to the field-on
data are worse than for the field-off data, and the time constants
given by the fits to the field-on curves are consistently larger. This
is consistent both with a net slowing of the initial electron-transfer
reaction and with a distribution of rate constants in the presence
of the field. Second, in order to obtain curves that more adequately
describe the field-on kinetics and that also can be used both as
a guide to the eye and to estimate the magnitude of the integrated
change in the kinetics, the field-on curves were fit to a sum of
B2 exp ( - t / r z )
two exponentials [ A A ( t ) = Bl exp(-t/Tl)
M ( m ) ] . We stress that this procedure is used only as a convenient
way to compare the field-on and field-off decay curves and to
estimate the magnitude of the field-induced change in the kinetics
and that the two time constants of the fits to the field-on decays
have no direct physical significance. The single-exponential fits
of the zero-field curves were used to define the A A ( - ) value of
the decay (the absorbance change produced in the probe region
when all the initially excited RCs have reached the state P'+HL'-)
for the field-on curves. This is equivalent to assuming that there
is no appreciable reduction in the net quantum yield of P'+HL'formation in the presence of the field, but only a change in rates
(see below). The data are consistent with this assumption but
only allow us to state that the quantum yield of P'+HL'- is not
reduced by more than about 10%. The assumption of identical
A A ( - ) points for field off and field on is required to make a
quantitative comparison between the field effect on the kinetics
and the observed value of AF/F. It is physically reasonable based
on the relatively small observed change in the decay curve, the
absence of any evidence of HMO- formation, and the fact that the
electron-transfer reaction at zero applied field is likely several
orders of magnitude faster than other competing pathways. In
other words, in the absence of other field effects, k,, would have
to be reduced by about a factor of !03in the field for a substantial
fraction of the RCs in the sample for there to be a significant
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reduction in the quantum yield of P'+HL*- formation. For example, the observed 40% increase in the fluorescence intensity
at lo6 V/cm corresponds to an expected change in the quantum
yield of P'+HL'- formation of less than 0.1%. The fits of the
experimental field-on and field-off kinetic curves are integrated
from zero to infinity to estimate the net change in the initial
reaction for comparison with the experimental value of AF/F.
Third, an alternative approach that does not require fitting the
field-on kinetics to any particular functional form was also applied.
Assuming that in the presence of the field the formation of P'HL'
is essentially complete after 20 ps, the curves can be approximately
integrated by summing they values of the points weighted by the
appropriate interval along the x-axis. (The baseline for the integration is defined by the single-exponential fits of the zero-field
decay curves.)
These procedures performed on the data in Figure 4 , as well
as on the raw AA data in these wavelength regions without referencing to the 500-530-nm background region, yielded very
similar results. The two-exponential fitting procedure gave relative
increases in the integrated AA curves which range from 0.65 to
0.87 with an average value of 0.75. The weighted summation
approach gave values ranging from 0.46 to 1 .O with an average
value of 0.71. The sign of the field effect on the kinetics (a net
slowing) is clearly consistent with the observed increase in the
fluorescence, and the magnitude is reasonably close to the value
of 0.4 expected from the interpretation of the fluorescence increase
in terms of a field-induced change in k,,. Agreement to within
a factor of 2 is satisfactory for the purpose of comparison of both
the kinetic and fluorescence results with the various models discussed in the following.

Discussion
Field Effect on the Franck-Condon Factor. Most treatments
of the initial electron-transfer reaction in the RC start with an
expression of the form4*
ket

= (4r/h)IVet12FC

(1)

where Vet is the electronic coupling matrix element and FC is the
nuclear factor or Franck-Condon weighted density-of-states term.
The effect of an electric field on FC is determined by the relative
change in the energies of the initial and final states, which is
determined primarily by the interaction of the large product state
dipole moment, b(P+HLC), with the field. As illustrated in Figure
2, the field shifts the potential surface of the P'+HL'- state vertically by an amount that depends on the orientation of its dipole
in the field. We assume that the field does not affect the reorganization energy at 77 K.
Standard treatments of the Franck-Condon factors include
dielectric continuum models which predict a Gaussian dependence
of k , on the driving force, AGd ( e g , semiclassical Marcus theory),
and more elaborate quantum mechanical multimode models which
predict a roughly Gaussian dependence in the normal region and
a flatter dependence in the inverted region.45 The Gaussian
dependence of k,, on AG,, given by semiclassical Marcus theory
or the dependence given by the single-mode quantum mechanical
treatment of Bixon and Jortner3*(who used a mode energy of hv
= 100 cm-' and a reorganization energy of X = 2000 cm-I) both
result in a significantly superquadratic dependence of the net
change in the rate of electron transfer (and consequently of AF/F
also) on the applied field strength between lo5 and lo6 V/cm.
This is illustrated in Figure 6 and is in conflict with the experimental AF/F data which follows a quadratic dependence over this
range. The origin of a superquadratic field dependence is
straightforward to see in the case of the Marcus theory expression
in which the rate constant in the presence of a field (assuming
for the moment that Vet is field independent) is

k,,(F)

0:

exp{-(X

+ AGet - A M ~ ~ - F ) ~ / ~ A (2)
~TJ

where Apet is the dipole moment difference between the elec(45) Marcus, R. A.; Sutin, N. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1985,8/1,265-322.
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Calculated dependence of M/F- on the square of the applied
field strength for fields between 0 and IO6 V/cm. The lower solid line
shows a hypothetical quadratic dependence on field based on the low field
values of the other curves. Curve a is calculated by using a semiclassical
Marcus theory expression for FC with A = -AG,,(Fin,=O) = 2000 cm-I
at 77 K and with V,, assumed to be independent of field. The other
curves are calculated by using a single-mode quantum mechanical expression for FC with the dependence of V,, on AEI2(Ql3)as given in eq
2. For curves b and d, QI3 is assumed to be field independent, and
AE,2(Q13,Fin,)
is treated as in ref 38 and eq 5 with Ip(2)I = 51 D (curve
b) or Ip(2)I = 0 D (curve d). For curves c and e, Q13 is explicitly field
depends on the energies of both the medependent, and AElz(Q13,Fin,)
diating and final states, as in eq 3, with lp(2)I = 51 D (curve e) and Ip(2)l
= 0 D (curve c). The calculations are performed using the following
zero-field parameters: AI2 = 400 cm-I, AGI1 = 800 cm-I, A I 3 = 2000
cm-I, AGI3 = -2000 cm-I, Ip(3)I = 82 D, kF/k,, (Finr=O)=
the
experimental angle x equal to 90°, the angle between p and p ( 2 ) equal
to 49', the angle between p and p(3) equal to 58', and the angle between
p ( 2 ) and 4 3 ) equal to 37'.
Figure 6.

tron-transfer final and initial states. ( I A M ,is~ ~about 50 and 80
D for the 'PBL -,P'+BL'- and the 'PHL -,P'+HL'- reactions,
respectively.60) For fields approaching 1O6 V/cm, the exponent
is large, and an expansion of k,,(F) in powers of the field requires
terms that depend on powers of F greater than 2. Terms depending
on F4, F6, etc., lead to a field dependence that is greater than
quadratic (terms which depend on F, F3, etc., average to zero for
an isotropic sample). The quantum mechanical treatment using
a single low-frequency mode (hv 100 cm-') predicts a similar
superquadratic field dependence. These treatments further predict
that the electric field effect on the initial reaction will be strongly
temperature dependent using a field of around lo6 V / C ~ ,also
~*
in conflict with the experimental observations. The discrepancy
between the calculated results obtained by using these models and
the experimental results suggests that a much less steep dependence
of FC (and AG,J on the applied field may need to be considered
(see below).
Electric Field Effects on the Electronic Coupling: Superexchange. The electronic coupling matrix element V,, depends on
the electronic overlap of the orbitals on the donor ('P) and acceptor
(HL). Vet can depend on electric field through a number of
mechanisms, such as if the initial and final states have different
polarizabilities. However, this is likely to lead to only a small effect
on the electron-transfer rate compared to the effect due to the
change in the energies of very dipolar states discussed above,
though definitive experiments need to be developed to prove this
point.
An interesting situation arises if the electronic coupling between
the donor and acceptor is mediated by a third state, e.g., by
superexchange. For convenience in considering this point we use
the following notation (see Figure 7): state 1 0 'PBH; state 2
mediating state (e.&, P'+B'-H or P'BH); state 3 = P'+BH'(the subscript L is dropped for clarity). In such a model the
electronic coupling between the initial and final states of the
electron-transfer reaction is enhanced by virtue of electronic
coupling between the initial and mediating state, V12,and between
the mediating and final state, V23. The overall electronic coupling,
Vel, also depends on the energy difference, AEI2(Ql3),
between

-
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more (see below). We note that the good agreement between the
kinetic results presented in this paper and the fluorescence data
demonstrates that the discrepancy between the experimental results
and the calculations in ref 38 as well as those presented below
cannot be explained by contamination of the fluorescence.61
Considering now mechanism ii above, AEI2(Ql3)changes if Q13
changes because the initial- and mediating-state potential energy
surfaces are not flat. As a result, AE12(Q13) can be field dependent
due to a dipolarJinal state, even if the mediating state is nonpolar
(Le., both Vet and FC depend on AGel). Specifically, assuming
that the potential energy curves for the initial, mediating, and final
states are harmonic and have the same shape, with the shape
independent of field (the Condon approximation), then in the
presence of the electric field perturbation, Fint
NUCLEAR CONFIGURATION

(0)

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the relevant potential energy curves

as a function of nuclear configuration for a superexchangemechansim
for the initial electron-transferreaction in the RC. State 1 IPBH, state
2 mediating state, e.g., P'+B'H or PIBH, state 3 P'+BH'. The solid
lines are zero-field curves for the initial, mediating, and final states.
Potential energy curves in the presence of an electric field which is
aligned (long dashed) or opposed (short dashed) to the permanent dipole
moment of the final state are also shown. For the purpose of illustration,
it is assumed that the dipole moment of the initial state is negligible and
that the dipole moment of the mediating state is half as large as that of
the final state and in the same direction. QI, is the value of Q (nuclear
configuration) at which the curves for the initial and final states cross
along the relevant reaction coordinate, and ALEI2(Ql3)is the vertical
energy difference between curves 1 and 2 at this value of Q13.Note that
moving the curve for state 3 vertically relative to that of state 1 (a change
in AGet) changes Q13and thus AEI2(Ql3),even if the curve for state 2
remains fixed (as would be the case if state 2 is relatively nonpolar, e.g.,
if state 2 is PlBH). The qualitative features of the figure are expected
to be generally applicable to long-distance electron-transfer reactions
between neutral molecules.
the initial state and the mediating state at the nuclear configuration
of the crossing of the potential energy surfaces of the initial and
final state, QI3. (See Figure 7; AEI2(Ql3)is not the energy
difference between the states at their individual equilibrium nuclear
configurations.) A perturbation theory treatment give^'^^^^
(3)

where
VI, = (11H/)2)
v23

= (21H113)

A E I ~ ( Q I=~ )E2(Q13) - Ei(Qi3) >> Vi2
HI is the interaction Hamiltonian which couples the states.
An electric field can affect Vet by changing AEI2(QI3)in two
ways (we assume that V12and V23 are field independent for the
reasons given earlier for the relative field independence of Vel in
the absence of a mediating state): (i) the energy of the mediating
state is changed by the field (this is especially important if the
mediating state is very dipolar); (ii) a change in AGel (discussed
in the last section in the context of its effect on FC) also results
in a change in Q13.46
If the field effect on Vet is modeled solely in terms of (i), then
A E I z ( Q I ~ , F=~ ~AE12(Q13rFint
~)
= 0) - P(2)*Fint
and eq 3 becomes

(4)

Vet = V I ~ V ~ ~ / [ A E I ~ ( =
Q 0)
I ~-, F
~(2)*Fintl
~~~
(5)
where AE12(Q13.Fint
= 0) is the zero-field value. This is the
approach used by Bixon and JortneP with P'+B' as the mediating
state. For reasonable values of the parameters involved, this
approach overestimates the field effect on the fluorescence and
the electron-transfer kinetics by about an order of magnitude or
(46) Mikkelsen, K.V.;Ulstrup, J.;
1989, 111, 1315-1319.

Zakaraya, M. G . J . Am. Chem. SOC.

AE12(Q13,Finl) =
AE12(Q13*Fint= 0)

- P(2)mFint + ( ~ I ~ / X I ~ ) ~ ' ~ [ C L(6)( ~ ) . F ~ ~ I I

where A, is the reorganization energy between states i and j and
p(i) is the permanent electric dipole moment of state i. The model
calculations summarized below show that if P'+BL'- is the mediating state, then the additional effect of the field on Vel via the
change in Q13 (the third term in eq 6 ) can mitigate the effect of
the field on Vet through the p(2).Fint term. This can be readily
seen by comparing the vertical bars in Figure 7 whose length is
AEdQi3).
Previous detailed considerations of the superexchange mechanism have focused on a role for P'+BL'- as the mediating state.
We also consider the possibility that the mediating state is a
nonpolar excited state such as PIBL. ('BL is the lowest energy
singlet electronic excited state of BL.) Whereas there is no direct
information on the energy of the state P'+BL'- (a major difficulty
in a quantitative assessment of any mechanism involving P'+BL'-),
the absorption spectrum shows that the state P'BL in Rb.
sphaeroides is only about 1100 cm-I above IP. In this case, effect
i is unimportant because the mediating state is essentially nonpolar,
but effect ii can still cause AEI2(Ql3),and thus Vet, to be field
dependent. If the mediating state is PIBL, the effects due to (i)
and (ii) are not expected to counteract each other, and one has
the somewhat counterintuitive possibility that larger electric field
effects may result with a nonpolar rather than dipolar mediating
state. (Whether the effects are larger or smaller depends on the
specific values of the zero-field parameters; see Table I.) A
potential problem with a superexchange model based on PIBLis
that the couplings between 'P and PIBLand between PIBLand
P'+HL'- are given by two-electron-exchange integrals, which
generally are expected to be smaller than the one-electron matrix
elements in the P'+BL'- mediated model. However, because Vel
also depends on the energy of the mediating state (eq 3), the overall
coupling could be larger for coupling mediated by PIB if the energy
of P'+BL'- is considerably higher.
Comparison with Model Calculations. To quantitatively
compare the predictions of the models outlined above, we have
performed calculations of the effects of electric fields both on the
fluorescence quantum ~ i e l d l ~and
, ~ 'on the kinetics of the initial
electron-transfer reaction reported here. The field dependence
of FC follows the dependence on AGa of the particular model with
AGcl(Finl)= AGet(Finl=O)- A c ( ~ ~with
. F ~Ape1
~ ~approximated
~
by
p(P'+HL') with Ib(P'+HL'-)( = 82 D.@ The observed fluorescence
quantum yield for an isotropic sample is given by
@F(Fint) a

s1

I(ep)2!kF/[kF + knr +
kct(Finl)ll sin 0 do d@d$ (7)

where e is a unit vector in the polarization direction of the analyzing polarizer, p is a unit vector in the direction of the
fluorescence transition dipole moment, kF is the radiative rate
constant,61 k,, is the sum of the rate constants for all other
nonradiative process, and ket(Finl)is the electric-field-dependent
electron-transfer rate constant. We have defined A F / F =
l(@F(Fint) - @,(Fin, = o))/@F(Fint = 0)) = I@F(Fint)/@F(Fint=o)l
- 1. It is A F / F which is observed to increase quadratically with
field, not {@F(Fjnt)/@F(Fint=O)l.
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TABLE 1: Calculated Values of AFIFor the Relative Change in the

1

Integrated Kineticsa for an Electric Field of lo4 V/cm Calculated
Using Eq 7 or 8 with Different Modelsbfor the Field Dependence of
FC and V,'
AF/P
AG13
modelb
AI2
42)
AG12
400

800

800

400

800

800

800

800

1400

1400

800

800

51
51
0
0
51
51
0
0
51
51
0
0
51
51
0
0
51
51
0
0
51
51
0
0

-2000

A

B
A

B
-2000

A

B
A

B
-2000

A

B
A

B
-2000

A

B
A

B
-1600

A

B
A

B
-2400

A

B
A

B
-2000
- 1600
-2400

SCM
SCM
SCM

5.66
8.86
5.92
5.83
5.64
7.85
5.47
5.83
5.45
7.15
5.43
5.83
5.44
7.55
5.67
5.83
24.35
48.91
7.60
30.27
11.06
5.21
16.69
9.22
10.42
38.16
38.16

"This also corresponds to the calculated value of the relative change
m) under the
kinetic curves for the initial electron-transfer reaction

in the total integrated area (integration from t = 0 to

where AA,,(r) and M , & t ) are the transient absorption curves with the
field on or off, respectively. bModels A and B both use the singlemode quantum mechanical expression for FC with XI, = 2000 cm-'
and hu = I 0 0 cm-I at 77 K. For models A and B, the field dependence
of V,, on AEI2(Ql3)is given by eq 3. For model A, Q13is explicitly
field dependent and AEI2(Ql3,Fin,)
depends on the energies of both the
mediating and final states, as given in eq 6. For model B, Q13is assumed to be independent of field as in ref 38, and AEI2(Ql3,Fin,)
is
given by eq 4. Model S C M uses the semiclassical Marcus theory expression for FC with A13 = 2000 cm-' at 77 K, and the value of V,,is
assumed to be field independent. 'The following parameter values are
used for all calculations: 1p(3)1 = 82 D, kF/ket(Fin,=O)= IO-,, the
experimental angle x between the polarization direction of the analyzing polarizer and the applied electric field is 90°,the angle between the
fluorescence transition dipole moment and the permanent electric dipole of state 2 and state 3 is 49' and 58'. respectively, and the angle
between the permanent dipoles of states 2 and 3 is 37,. The internal
angles are estimated from the Rps. uiridis X-ray coordinates'-3 assuming that state 2 is P'+BL'- and state 3 is P'+HL*-.@

The absorption change as a function of the time after excitation,
A A ( t ) , for an isotropic sample (excited isotropically) in the
presence of an electric field is given by

The terms are defined as above except that in this case p is in the
direction of the transition dipole moment for the transition used
to follow the reaction and e is a unit vector in the direction of the
electric vector of the probing light. The term ket(Fint)/
[kF+k,,+k,(Fi,,)] is a measure of the initial electron-transfer
quantum yield in the field which can be different from the
zero-field value due to the competition between the field-independent radiative and nonradiative pathways6' and the field-dependent electron-transfer reaction.
At the present time there is no direct information on the shapes
of the potential energy surfaces or the energy of states such a s
P'+BL'-, so we follow the lead of Bixon and J ~ r t n e r and
) ~ take
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Figure 8. Simulations of the initial electron-transfer kinetics in the
presence of an electric field of IO6 V/cm at 77 K. Curve d is the zerofield decay curve. Curve c is the field-on curve calculated by using the
rate versus free energy relation obtained from a complete modeling of
all the fluorescence electric field effect data which is consistent with the
observed 40% increase in the fluorescence yield in an applied field of IO6
V/cm47 (see Figure 9). Curves a and b are calculated by using a superexchange model with the dependence of FC on AG,, given by the
single-mode quantum mechanical treatment (hv = 100 cm-', A= -Ace,
(Fin,=O)= 2000 cm-I). The effect of the field on the electronic coupling
for these two curves depends either on the energy of the mediating state
alone as in eq 5 (curve b) or on both the energies of the mediating and
final states as in eq 3 (curve a). These curves are calculated by using
reasonable values of the various zero-field parameters (Al2 = 400 cm-l,
AG12= 800 cm-I, Ifill = 51 D,A,, = 2000 cm-I, AG,, = -2000 cm-I, Ifi,l
= 82 D). The values of the other parameters used in the calculations are
the experimental angle x between the direction of the electric field and
the polarization direction of the probing light equal to 90', kF/k,,
(Finr=O)= IO-,, the angle between the Q,transition dipole moment for
HL and p(P'+BL'-) equal to 26' and between the same transition dipole
and fi(P'+HL*-) equal to 51', with the angle between p(P'+BL'-) and
p(P'+HL'-) equal to 37'.

physically reasonable values. Initially, we take AGlz = 400 cm-',
hI2= 800 cm-', AGI3= -2000 cm-', and X I 3 = 2000 cm-I. The
experimental angle x between the electric vector of the light and
the direction of the applied electric field in both the fluorescence
and transient absorption experiments is equal to 90°, the final-state
dipole is set equal to Ib(P'+HL*-)l = 82 D, and the relative directions of the state dipoles and transition dipoles are estimated
from the X-ray structure of Rps. ~iridis.~-~@'(See the next section
for the consequences of a two-step model in which P'+BL'- is the
initially formed transient state.) For the superexchange treatments
outlined above, this set of parameters and a field of lo6 V/cm
at 77 K were used to calculate a value of AF/F, which is also the
calculated relative field effect on the initial electron-transfer
kinetics (see footnote a, Table I). Using the dependence of Vet
on field given by eq 4, the predicted value is 8.9 if the mediating
state is P'+B'- and 5.8 if the mediating state is P'B. (Ip(P'B)I
is assumed to be 0 D for the purposes of the calculations.) Using
the dependence of Vet on field due to the change in AEIz(Q13)as
given in eq 6 , AF/F is predicted to be 5.7 if the mediating state
is P'+B'- and 5.9 if the mediating state is PIB. The calculated
results for other sets of parameters are shown in Table I. It is
clear that all of the calculated values are significantly larger than
the observed value of AF/F = 0.4 and the observed value of about
0.7 for the relative field effect on the initial electron-transfer
kinetics.
Examples of the predicted field-on AA decay curves obtained
from the above superexchange models are shown in Figure 8.
When these calculated kinetic curves are fit to a sum of two
exponentials over the region between 0 and 10 zero-field l / e times
(i.e., they are treated as in one of the approaches to the analysis
of the experimental data), then the relative change in the integrated area of the curves (integrating between zero and infinity)
is calculated to be in the range 3-4.63 These calculated curves
are very different from the lower dashed line in Figure 8 (curve
c) which is consistent with the experimental data in Figure 4,47
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and effects of this magnitude would be readily measurable.
Sequential Mechanism. On the basis of the results of subpicosecond transient absorption experiments performed at room
temperature, Zinth and cc~workers'~
have recently concluded that
the state P'+BL'- is formed as a discrete intermediate prior to the
formation of P'+HL'-. From the analysis of the kinetic data, they
estimate that P'+BL'- is formed with a rate constant of about (3
ps)-I followed by a more rapid charge shift reaction to form
P'+HL*- with a rate constant of about (1 ps)-'. This conclusion
is contrary to that drawn from experiments performed in other
I n the following we sketch some of the imlab~ratories.'-~*.~*
plications of the electric field effect measurements described in
the present paper on this issue.
Any analysis of this problem depends on knowledge of the
energies of P'+BL'- and P'+HL'- and the shapes of their potential
surfaces. Although the limiting energies of lP4* and 3P49are
well-characterized by direct spectroscopic measurements, the
energy of P'+BL'- is unknown. The energy of P'+HL'- is likely
to be between 17035and 260 meVj6 below that of IP at room
temperature. I n the following we use the value of about 170 meV
(about 1400 cm-') for the energy difference between ' P and the
unrelaxed P'+HL'- state.sO,s'
Because the rate of formation of P'+HL'- is observed to be
relatively insensitive to temperature,'J0J2 a two-step, sequential
mechanism involving P'+BL'- requires that this state be lower in
energy than 'PBH, by an amount between about 100 and 1200
cm-]. [This zero-field free energy difference is denoted
AG(lP-P*+BL'-: F,,,=O).] We can examine the consequences
for the sequential mechanism of applying an electric field by
stepping the unknown zero-field value of AG(lP+P+BL') through
a possible range of values. For AG(lP-P'fB~'-;F,n,=O) = -500
cm-l, in the presence of a field of IO6 V/cm, about 20% of the
RCs in the sample will have a value of AG('P-P'+BL'-) which
is positive: Le.. the hypothetical IPBL P'+BL'- electron-transfer
reaction will be endergonic in the presence of the field for a
significant fraction of the sample. (This estimate is obtained
assuming p(P'+BL'-) = 51 D, neglecting the dipole moment of
IP and taking/= 1.0.) Iffis somewhat greater than 1.0 (as is
physically reasonables9), then a larger fraction of the sample will
have a positive AG; likewise, if -AG('P-+P'+BL'-; F,,,=O) < 500
cm-I, the fraction will be larger. This has two consequences: first,
the field effect on the initial electron-transfer rate is expected to
be extremely large, and second, AF/F is expected to be very
strongly temperature dependent,3s both contrary to the experimental results.
If AG(lP-P'+BL'-: F,,,=O) is more negative than 700 cm-',
electric field effects on the second, hypothetical P'+BL'-HL
P'+BLHL'- electron-transfer reaction must be considered because,
in this case, the driving force for this reaction will be quite small
(<700 cm-l). This second reaction is also expected to be very
sensitive to an applied electric field because the change in dipole
moment, lp(P*+HL'-) - p(P'+BL*-)l, is about 50 DS9,and the
zero-field free energy difference between these states is constrained
P*+BL'-HL
to be small. I f a two-step mechanism, IPBH
P'+BLHL'-, is appropriate, it is also possible that in the presence
of the field the rate for the first step could become larger than
for the second step for some of the RCs, thus changing the
rate-determining step for formation of P'+BLHL'-. This could be
checked experimentally by comparing the rate of decay of the state
'PBH (via the stimulated emission from 'P) and the rate of
formation of P'+BLHL'- in the presence of a large applied electric
P'+BLHL*-,is significantly
field. If the second step, P'+BL'-HL
field dependent, then the correspondence between the field effect
on the fluorescence (which in this case would depend on the rate
-+

-

-

-

-

(47) Lockhart, D. J.; Hammes, S.; Franzen, S.; Boxer, S. G . Submitted
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of the IPBH P'+BL'-HL reaction) and the kinetics of P'+HL'formation (which depend on the rates of both reactions) is not
expected to hold. As described above, this correspondence is
demonstrated experimentally to within about a factor of 2.
From these considerations and the energetic constraints imposed
1400 cm-',
by the value of -AG(lPBH-+P'+BLHL'-: Fi,,=O)
the effect of the field on the net rate of P'+HL'- formation within
the two-step model is expected to be smallest if both -AG(I PBH-P'+BL'-HL;
Fi,,=O) and -AG(P'+BL'-HL-+P'+BLHL'-;
F,,,=O) are about 700 cm-'. By use of this set of values and, for
the purpose of comparison, the semiclassical Marcus theory expression for k,, (with X = -AG = 700 cm-] and IApI = 50 D for
each of the two steps), the discrepancy between the experimental
observations and the calculated results is large: however, it is not
significantly worse than it is for a single-step model with X = -AG
= 2000 cm-' and IApl = 80 D, where the agreement is also poor
(see Table I). The discrepancy becomes significantly greater in
the two-step model if either of the zero-field -AG values are less
than 700 cm-' or if h # AG for either step. Thus, the experimental
results described in this paper render the two-step mechanism
unlikely and, at the very least, place very severe constraints on
the energetics in a two-step model.
Comparison with Other Experimental Results. Popovic and
co-workers have reported measurements of electric field effects
on the quantum yield of P'+QA'- formation, denoted @(P'+QA*-),
for RCs oriented in Langmuir-Blodgett films.s2 A very large
effect was observed on this quantum yield, and this was interpreted
in terms of a change in the rate of the initial, 'PHL P'+HL'r e a ~ t i o n . ~ )This interpretation is inconsistent with the results
reported in this paper. Furthermore, a number of issues, which
we now consider, make quantitative comparisons between our
experiments and the interpretation in ref 53 difficult.
The value of $(P.+QA*-) depends on the rate of the 'PH
P'+HL'- reaction as well as on several subsequent competing
reactions (e.g., P'+HL'-QA
P'+HLQA*-, P'+HL'PHL,
3PHL,and reactions involving BL if these are imP'+HL'portant). Thus, a change in @(P'+QA*-)could be due to electric
field effects on processes subsequent to the initial step. Any
attempt to relate a field-induced change in @(P'+QA'-) to one in
k,, depends critically on the zero-field value of @,, = ke,/(ke,+
kd),where a,, is the quantum yield of the initial electron-transfer
step and k, is the combined rate of all other decay processes besides
electron transfer. The experimental value in the literature for
@(P.+QAC)is 1.02 f 0.04:" however, Moser and cuworkers chose
a zero-field value of @, = 0.98s3 for their analysis. The experimental uncertainty in the measurement of @(P'+QA*-),though
small in absolute terms, is large in terms of what is relevant for
relating the change in @(P'+QA') to a change in k,. For example,
if the value of a,, used in the analysis is varied between 0.98 and
0.999, the change in k,, consistent with the experimentally
measured field-induced change in +(P'+QA'-) is found to vary
by more than an order of magnitude. Therefore, the field-induced
change in k,, cannot be quantitatively determined from the change
in @(P*+QA*-),even if we assume (see last paragraph) that the
observed change in a(P*+QA'-) is due solely to a change in k,,.
There is also concern about the calibration of the applied electric
field in the Langmuir-Blodgett films since this requires a precise
measurement of the film thickness. It was reported53that the
thickness was determined by measuring the sample capacitance
and using a bulk dielectric constant of 3, even though the samples
were reported to be hydrated. If the dielectric constant were
greater, as seems reasonable for a hydrated sample, then the actual
sample thickness would be larger, and the applied field, F,,,, will
be smaller than believed. (This is not an issue for the thicker
polymer film samples used in this paper where the sample thickness
can be determined directly.) Finally, Moser and co-workers treat
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Summary
Application of an electric field of IO6 V/cm at 77 K slightly
reduces the net rate of the initial electron-transfer process, IP
P'+HL'-, consistent with the observed increase in the yield of
competing prompt fluorescence from 1P.18937The magnitude of
the predicted electric field effect calculated by using common
treatments of the dependence of k,, on AGet is larger by about
an order of magnitude or more than is experimentally observed.
Therinclusion of the effect on V,, due to a field-dependent value
of QI3can reduce the calculated magnitude of the field effect,
but likely not enough to bring it into line with experiment. It
appears that semiclassical and single-mode quantum theories
predict too large a field effect because these theories predict too
steep a dependence of FC on AG,,. The predicted effects of a field
on the initial electron-transfer reaction thus tend to be too large
regardless of the specific mechanism being modeled or the specific
treatment of the field dependence of Vet. It appears that, at the
very least, a treatment of the initial electron-transfer reaction
which considers coupling to a more physically realistic distribution
of low- and high-frequency modes42*s5leading to a flatter dependence of k,, on AG,14735658 is now warranted by the apparent
inability of the simplified treatments to predict the experimentally
observed electric field effects.
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Figure 9. (-) A plot of the dependence of log k , on AAG,, (the change
in the value of AG, due to the presence of the applied electric field) which

is consistent with all of the experimental electric field effect data as-

suming that the primary effect of the field is due to a change in AG,, by
an amount -Ap,.F, with lApel = 80 D. This curve is shown for the
purpose of illustration only and for comparison with more standard
treatments (---);it is not necessarily unique (see ref 47 for details). (---)
The dependence of log k , on AAG, calculated by using the single-mode,
quantum mechanical treatment of Jortner et al.38with hu = 100 cm-' and
X = -AG,,(F=O) = 2000 cm-' a t 77 K, with the electronic coupling V,,
= 25.7 cm-' (Vet field independent). A similar dependence is obtained
by using the semiclassical Marcus theory expression for k,, with X =
-Ace, (F=O) = 2000 cm-' at 77 K.

the local field corrections9 as the dielectric constant of the bulk
Langmuir-Blodgett Elm (assumed to be 3) divided by the dielectric
constant of the RC protein.s3 This approach is without theoretical
justification and is contrary to standard treatments. Each of these
issues makes it difficult to quantitatively compare the results
presented in the present paper and those in ref 53.
It is interesting to consider the expected magnitude of the
electric field effect for RCs oriented in a Langmuir-Blodgett film.
Figure 9 shows a k,, vs AG,, curve which is consistent with the
data in the present paper, with information from the X-ray
structure and with constraints imposed by the fluorescence electric
field effect amplitude, line shape, and angle d e ~ e n d e n c e .As~~
suming that k,, leads to formation of P'+HL'-, for F,,, = 1 X IO6
V/cm a change in k,, of less than a factor of 2 is predicted for
RCs whose local C, axis is oriented parallel or antiparallel to the
field direction. It would be very desirable to measure k,, in such
oriented samples; however, the effects are not expected to be very
large because the dipoles of the initially formed states are not
parallel to the C, axis, and the dependence of k,, on field (Figure
9) is quite weak.
Electron Transfer along the M Branch. As shown in Figure
5, there is no evidence from the transient absorption spectra
obtained in the presence of an applied electric field of IO6 V/cm
at 77 K for electron transfer to HM, as would be indicated by a
bleaching at around 530 nm. There are several possible interpretations for this interesting negative result, among them the
following. ( I ) The P'+BM'- or P'+HMc states are so much higher
in energy than the corresponding L-side states at zero field that,
even for the most favorable orientations of the dipoles relative to
the field, their energies are not low enough to be relevant. (2)
The distances along the L side are less than along the M side by
enough so that the electronic coupling for P'+BM'--mediated
electron transfer to HM is too weak for electron transfer to HM
to compete with transfer to HL even under favorable energetic
conditions. (3) The electronic asymmetry of the state 'P is great,
resulting in the situation described in (2). (4) States of the type
P+B' are not the key mediators of the electronic coupling between
IP and P'+H'-. The results of the experiments described in this
paper alone cannot distinguish between these possibilities; however,
we can conclude that the unidirectionality of the initial electron
transfer is not due to small (within 200 meV) energetic differences
between dipolar states involving the chromophores on the M and
L sides.
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to the distribution of charges in the material; their effects are incorporated
in the properties measured in the absence of an applied field such as the
zero-field kinetics. We assume t h a t j i s a scalar quantity.
(60) For the purposes of calculating the magnitudes and directions of the
permanent electric dipole moments of the charge-separated states, we have
assumed that the charge distributions in the anion and cation radicals can be
approximated by point charges located at the geometric centers of the macrocycles. (The geometric center of dimeric P is defined as the point midway
between the centers of the overlapping rings I of the monomeric bacteriochlorophylls which comprise P.) Note that it is the electron density in the ions
on the picosecond time scale, not at equilibrium, which is relevant. Small shifts
in charge density will have negligible effects on the calculations presented in
this paper. A central assumption is that whole charges are separated, Le., that
the cationic or anionic intermediates do not lose or gain a proton on the time
scale of the electron-transfer reaction.
(61) AF/F has been found to be similar for many samples using RCs from
different preparations as well as RCs prepared in different laboratories. The
fluorescence measurements have also been repeated independently in another
laboratory, and the results obtained are in quantitative agreement with the
original results (Michel-Beyerle, M. E. Personal communication). AF/F for
Rps. uiridis RCs is also similar (Lockhart, D. J.; Boxer, S. G.Unpublished
results).
(62) The RC fluorescence radiative rate constant, kF,is assumed to be field
independent, as is determined to be the case for purified, monomeric bacteriochlorophyll a and bacteriopheophytin a by the absence of a significant
change in the net fluorescence intensity for these molecules in an applied
electric field at 77 K.36 Furthermore, there is very little, if any, change in the
oscillator strength for the Qyabsorption transition of P in the presence of an
electric field at 77 K, as determined by the line shape of the absorption Stark
effect ~pectrum.~'-'~
If the emitting state in the RC is the same as the one
formed upon absorption into the Qyband of P ('P), then kF. which is proportional to the oscillator strength, is relatively independent of applied electric
field.
(63) Note that this value is not equal to the calculated values of AF/F in
Table I because the calculated field-on curves are approximated by fitting only
between 0 and 10 zero-field I/e times, as had to be done with the experimental
data due to the onset ,of the subsequent HL- Q,,reaction; however, these
calculated field-on curves are not within 1% of their long time limiting value
until well past 30 l / e times. The calculated curves are well fit to a sum of
two exponentials between 0 and IO zero-field I/e times, but the function that
fits over this limited region does not fit well everywhere past this point because
these calculated curves reach their limiting values very slowly.
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